
What if you know the result of a situation, but
you don't know the beginning? For example,
you might know that you end up with thirteen
baseball cards after doing a certain number of
trades and you want to figure out how many
cards you had before the trading started. In that
case you need to work backwards; you have to
think about your actions in reverse order. This
strategy works for any sequence of actions
when you know the end result rather than the
starting place. Try working backwards to find
the starting number on this flow chart:
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      ???                subtract 2                  12

                  add 5                     add 3

★★★ 1.  Follow the flowchart to the
mystery number:

               the number of
     months in a year

       plus

the number of eggs
     in two dozen

     the number of legs        minus
on a dog

     plus               the number of

days in a
   week

   equals

MYSTERY NUMBER

12
       8

      6
4

★★★  2.

Allen  and Joe each threw three darts at the
target.
Allen's score was 18; Joe's score was 14.
Allen landed on ____, ____, and ____.

Joe landed on ____, ____,and ____.
Did Joe or Allen hit the bull's eye?______

How do you know? __________________
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MathStars Home Hints

Setting Personal Goals
When you encounter a new situation, you use
all of your previous experiences to figure out
the current problem. Reasoning mathemati-
cally means using your brain power to think
logically and sequentially, to put prior
knowledge with new information.  Set the
goal of developing mathematical power and
use your thinking power to achieve the goal!

Mathematics can make life easier for you when
you become a good estimator. Spatial estimation
helps you plan how you will rearrange your
furniture or how far to jump to cross a puddle of
water. Using estimation helps you know whether
you have enough money for your purchases
before you get to the check-out line. We become
good estimators by practicing. Use your number
sense and spatial sense to think about what the
answers to problems will be before you start to
solve them.

★★★ 3.  Brad has 45¢ in his pocket.  He
counted eight coins.  What coins did he
have?

★★ 4.  Pete is at the end of the ice cream
line.  Katie is between Ron and Jane.  Ron
is behind Paul.  Write the names of the
students in the ice cream line.

      first     second     third      fourth      fifth

★★★★ 8.  Anna designed a secret picture.
She listed clues to help solve the mystery.
Can you connect the points and discover
her secret picture?

 A       B       C       D       E       F

       A,2 -> C,5-> E,2 -> A,4 -> E,4-> A,2
 6
 5
 4
 3
 2
 1

★★★★ 5. Tommy Turtle and Robby
Rabbit are training for the big race.
Tommy can go four feet in three minutes.
How far can he go in a 15 minute race?
_____________

Robby can go seven feet in five minutes.
How far can he go in a 15 minute race?
_____________

★ 6.  Nora looked at a spider web with her
magnifying glass. She counted 24 spider
legs.  How many spiders were on the web?

★ 7.  Sally surveyed her friends about their
pets.  Here are the results:
dogs 4
cats 1
fish 2
birds 3
Make a bar graph of the results.

 Who will win the race ? ______________


